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Free reading Maisy learns to swim Copy
take the plunge with maisy and her friends as they splash and wade through their first swimming lesson kirkus reviews today maisy and her friends are going swimming for
the first time eddie is a natural but maisy and tallulah get into the pool slowly ooh it s freezing but soon they are kicking and floating and even blowing bubbles with the rest
whether water shy or raring to go young readers will relate to maisy as she learns to make a splash a delight for parents to read aloud and for children to chant along this
gorgeously illustrated picture book will encourage young children to have fun and feel safe in the water ruby learns to swim is a great book i read it to my kids at bedtime a
well written story that reinforces a strong message about learning to swim which i believe is a must for kids of all ages michael klim zzzziiiinnngggg splash everyone s
favorite frog learns to swim frogs are supposed to be great swimmers not me says froggy who s afraid of the water but with a little encouragement some practice and the help
of a silly song or two froggy becomes an expert frog kicker froggy s childlike dialogue and the sound words zook zik flop flop splash make this a wonderful read aloud school
library journal an ira cbc children s choice a junior library guild selection k marie swift the adventures of jake and george jake learns to swim eloquent books softcover 8 5x8 5
30 pages us 12 50 isbn 978 1 60976 763 1 illustrated by kate paul one sunny day jake and george set out on a new adventure and discover a beautiful pond george s tail starts
wagging as they get nearer to the water he loves to swim jake s heart begins to pound he doesn t know how to swim what jake does next may encourage children to look at
new experiences in a different light dear parent congratulations your child is ready to learn to swim as a professional swim instructor i can assure you it will be one of the most
exciting adventures in his or her young life not only will your child learn practical swim skills he or she will also develop a genuine love of the water as well as a real respect
for both its joys and potential dangers this book s purpose is to be a companion to formal lessons it is meant to help you and your child prepare for those lessons in several ways
to dissolve some of the mystery involved in learning to how to swim to outline the sequence of skills as they may be introduced thereby enabling you to best aid your child in
coping with any questions or concerns that may arise as new skills are introduced to allow you to be involved in your child s process from the beginning it was my intent to
write a simple fun and engaging story that parents and their children will want to read over and over again during the many years i have been teaching children to swim i
have witnessed many amazing and magical experiences some of my more memorable and positive recollections involved children who came to me with strong fears and
resistance to learning to swim these children taught me to be more patient flexible adaptable and creative and they have inspired me to write this book happy safe swimming
for more information curious dolphin publishing curiousdolphin com lucalearnstoswim com it s time for piper puppy s first swimming lesson she s a bit worried about how it
will go but ends up having a great time blowing bubbles and splashing about with her friends this reassuring story is perfect for sharing with young children poor piper is a
bit nervous about her first swimming lesson but she cheers up when she sees all her friends at the pool and realises that she can take things at her own pace she paddles blows
bubbles with mummy and makes big splashes before using a float to swim all the way across the little pool the story breaks down the different aspects of learning to swim
helping with a very common childhood worry and aiming to allay the fears of all fearful little swimmers with a picture glossary at the beginning to introduce new vocabulary
and a fun activity at the end to encourage children to come back to the story time and time again also available piper puppy starts school piper puppy visits the dentist tanner
the turtle lives on the banks of the bayou surrounded by animal friends who love to play at the water s edge everyone knows though that the water can be dangerous if you
don t know how to swim and tanner is too scared to learn when his mother brings him to the local swimming pool for lessons he refuses to even stick his head under the
water with the guidance of coach ted though tanner is soon splashing with his new friends and learning valuable lessons in water safety a new generation of children love
daniel tiger s neighborhood inspired by the classic series mister rogers neighborhood daniel tiger learns to swim in this sweet 8x8 storybook based on an episode of the show
daniel is so excited to take his first swim class until he gets close to the water then he starts to get nervous suddenly swimming seems more scary than exciting with his swim
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instructor s help can daniel overcome his fear of water 2023 the fred rogers company let little pig teach your child all about swimming these easy to read pages filled with
rhyming words will have kids memorizing the basics in no time little pig makes swimming fun while teaching your little one how to safely enjoy the water rex the warthog
teaches his best friend oslo the oxpecker to swim in this first book in the sweet and funny level 1 ready to read series about the unlikely duo rex the warthog and oslo the
oxpecker bird are friends who do everything together but when rex wants to go swimming oslo objects the water looks cold and wet there might be sharks will rex be able to
help oslo overcome his fears and join in the fun finny can float and blow bubbles but he can t swim will finny learn how to swim so he can play games with his friends lars a
little polar bear learns to swim freddie s mother takes him swimming at the local swimming pool llama llama learns to swim in this sweet 8x8 based on an episode from the
netflix animated television series look out world llama llama is a tv star the beloved character made famous by anna dewdney s best selling picture books is the star of his own
original series now airing on netflix our episode based 8x8 tells the story of one of the most memorable and sometimes scary milestones learning to swim your little llamas will
love relating to their favorite picture book character as he faces new and challenging situations albert learns to swim is the sixth book in the adventures of albert mouse series
in book 5 albert bought a boat without telling his mother now mrs mouse says albert can only keep the boat if he learns to swim first albert really didn t want to learn to swim
but he knows that it was the only way he was going to be able to keep his boat by a stroke of luck he finds the ideal person to give him swimming lessons and for some
strange reason it s not big tony so who is it this story will delight children as they fall in love with little albert contains dyslexia friendly font jack is a young playtpus just
leaving the burrow he wants to venture out into the river with his mother and his sister but he is afraid he tells them he is fine on the bank but he is not fine will jack learn
to ask for help will he ever learn to dive and swim in the river as every platypus should ages 4 this is the first book in a series for beginner readers to learn how to read and
get life lessons on how to overcome difficulties within life it is a great depiction of family and the ability to work together to accomplish a goal and have fun while doing it can
little penguin overcome his fears and learn to swim his friends will help him out follow little duck as she learns to swim in this sweet board book little duck is going to the
river to learn to swim she learns to paddle her feet fast and in no time at all she s at the top of her class the other little ducklings line up for a race and little duck wins first
place then tired after a long day of swimming she goes home and cuddles with her mom this is an inspiring tale of acceptance learning and determination fin is a smart and
friendly fish but he hasn t yet mastered just how to swim how can a fish not know how to swim at first fin can only glide and float gradually gaining confidence with a little
help from his fish friends he learns to swim this tale motivates children to develop life s skills and it teaches that we learn in varied ways and at our own pace sometimes we
need the help of others just as kernels of corn we pop at different times fin s journey resonates with children and parents navigating through life s challenges splash and paddle
and float with grug this classic aussie hero is back from the bush to enchant a new generation of youngsters a funny and an endearing story about the friendship little stover
the pig doesn t know how to swim he has always been afraid of the water because he was thrown in when he was younger he s older now and wants to learn so he ll be able
to swim with his friends learn to swim guides parents of babies and children from ages 6 months to 4 years through progressive baby friendly swimming lessons that not only
build confidence and help control sleep problems and tantrums but are proven to stimulate intelligence and concentration increase emotional and physical development and
boost immunities dk s step by step approach will help parents teach water confidence and safety skills for babies and young children in learn to swim in this endearing and
beautifully illustrated picture book a baby river otter learns to swim dive and play in her natural habitat encouraged by her mother the little otter soon sets out to explore on
her own quickly learning to escape shoreline predators and to find her way back to the security of home from children s author artie knapp and wildlife artist guy hobbs little
otter learns to swim is an entertaining and colorful tale for ages four and up the story is followed by two pages of fun facts about river otters as well as information and
resources from the river otter ecology project it s time for piper puppy s first swimming lesson she s a bit worried about how it will go but ends up having a great time
blowing bubbles and splashing about with her friends this reassuring story is perfect for sharing with young children poor piper is a bit nervous about her first swimming
lesson but she cheers up when she sees all her friends at the pool and realises that she can take things at her own pace she paddles blows bubbles with mummy and makes big
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splashes before using a float to swim all the way across the little pool the story breaks down the different aspects of learning to swim helping with a very common childhood
worry and aiming to allay the fears of all fearful little swimmers with a picture glossary at the beginning to introduce new vocabulary and a fun activity at the end to
encourage children to come back to the story time and time again also available piper puppy starts school piper puppy visits the dentist stewie the duck really wants to go
swimming with his friends but first he must learn the water safety rules little leopard learns to swim offers a gentle introduction to the experience of learning to swim for
young children this funny charming story is the perfect way to introduce young children to the experience of gaining confidence in the water also included are suggestions
for activities and ideas to talk through together to help children reflect on their own experiences little leopard and her class are learning to swim and everyone is excited to get
in the water everyone except little leopard she isn t very keen on having a bath let alone putting her head under the water luckily mr croc is there to reassure her and help
little leopard take it one step at a time the experiences matter series of picture books provide a gentle means of discussing experiences boosting self esteem and reinforcing good
behaviour supports the personal social and emotional development area of learning in the early years foundation stage and is also suitable for use with children in ks1 and can
be used to discuss values suitable for children under 5 sally is a kindly seagull who is always on the lookout for a new friend one day while strolling along the north carolina
beach she sees a small sea turtle hiding in the tall grass when she approaches him tommy the turtle tells her that he is afraid of water in fact tommy is afraid of everything
after sally takes tommy under her wing they become true pals as she teaches tommy not only how to swim but also how to believe in himself in this delightful childrens book
a little sea turtle learns to trust in his new seagull friend as she helps him become confident that he can do anything in life if he just tries
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Maisy Learns to Swim

2015-02-10

take the plunge with maisy and her friends as they splash and wade through their first swimming lesson kirkus reviews today maisy and her friends are going swimming for
the first time eddie is a natural but maisy and tallulah get into the pool slowly ooh it s freezing but soon they are kicking and floating and even blowing bubbles with the rest
whether water shy or raring to go young readers will relate to maisy as she learns to make a splash

Raffy Learns to Swim

2004

a delight for parents to read aloud and for children to chant along this gorgeously illustrated picture book will encourage young children to have fun and feel safe in the water
ruby learns to swim is a great book i read it to my kids at bedtime a well written story that reinforces a strong message about learning to swim which i believe is a must for
kids of all ages michael klim

Ruby Learns to Swim

2012-12-01

zzzziiiinnngggg splash everyone s favorite frog learns to swim frogs are supposed to be great swimmers not me says froggy who s afraid of the water but with a little
encouragement some practice and the help of a silly song or two froggy becomes an expert frog kicker froggy s childlike dialogue and the sound words zook zik flop flop splash
make this a wonderful read aloud school library journal an ira cbc children s choice a junior library guild selection

Froggy Learns to Swim

1997-06-01

k marie swift the adventures of jake and george jake learns to swim eloquent books softcover 8 5x8 5 30 pages us 12 50 isbn 978 1 60976 763 1 illustrated by kate paul one
sunny day jake and george set out on a new adventure and discover a beautiful pond george s tail starts wagging as they get nearer to the water he loves to swim jake s heart
begins to pound he doesn t know how to swim what jake does next may encourage children to look at new experiences in a different light
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The Adventures of Jake and George - Jake Learns to Swim

2011-11

dear parent congratulations your child is ready to learn to swim as a professional swim instructor i can assure you it will be one of the most exciting adventures in his or her
young life not only will your child learn practical swim skills he or she will also develop a genuine love of the water as well as a real respect for both its joys and potential
dangers this book s purpose is to be a companion to formal lessons it is meant to help you and your child prepare for those lessons in several ways to dissolve some of the
mystery involved in learning to how to swim to outline the sequence of skills as they may be introduced thereby enabling you to best aid your child in coping with any
questions or concerns that may arise as new skills are introduced to allow you to be involved in your child s process from the beginning it was my intent to write a simple fun
and engaging story that parents and their children will want to read over and over again during the many years i have been teaching children to swim i have witnessed
many amazing and magical experiences some of my more memorable and positive recollections involved children who came to me with strong fears and resistance to learning
to swim these children taught me to be more patient flexible adaptable and creative and they have inspired me to write this book happy safe swimming for more information
curious dolphin publishing curiousdolphin com lucalearnstoswim com

Luca Learns To Swim

2007-06

it s time for piper puppy s first swimming lesson she s a bit worried about how it will go but ends up having a great time blowing bubbles and splashing about with her
friends this reassuring story is perfect for sharing with young children poor piper is a bit nervous about her first swimming lesson but she cheers up when she sees all her
friends at the pool and realises that she can take things at her own pace she paddles blows bubbles with mummy and makes big splashes before using a float to swim all the
way across the little pool the story breaks down the different aspects of learning to swim helping with a very common childhood worry and aiming to allay the fears of all
fearful little swimmers with a picture glossary at the beginning to introduce new vocabulary and a fun activity at the end to encourage children to come back to the story time
and time again also available piper puppy starts school piper puppy visits the dentist

Piper the Puppy Learns to Swim

2022-07-21

tanner the turtle lives on the banks of the bayou surrounded by animal friends who love to play at the water s edge everyone knows though that the water can be dangerous
if you don t know how to swim and tanner is too scared to learn when his mother brings him to the local swimming pool for lessons he refuses to even stick his head under
the water with the guidance of coach ted though tanner is soon splashing with his new friends and learning valuable lessons in water safety
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Tanner the Turtle Learns to Swim

2022-05-09

a new generation of children love daniel tiger s neighborhood inspired by the classic series mister rogers neighborhood daniel tiger learns to swim in this sweet 8x8 storybook
based on an episode of the show daniel is so excited to take his first swim class until he gets close to the water then he starts to get nervous suddenly swimming seems more
scary than exciting with his swim instructor s help can daniel overcome his fear of water 2023 the fred rogers company

Raffy Learns to Swim

2009

let little pig teach your child all about swimming these easy to read pages filled with rhyming words will have kids memorizing the basics in no time little pig makes
swimming fun while teaching your little one how to safely enjoy the water

Daniel Learns to Swim

2023-05-02

rex the warthog teaches his best friend oslo the oxpecker to swim in this first book in the sweet and funny level 1 ready to read series about the unlikely duo rex the warthog
and oslo the oxpecker bird are friends who do everything together but when rex wants to go swimming oslo objects the water looks cold and wet there might be sharks will
rex be able to help oslo overcome his fears and join in the fun

Little Pig Learns to Swim

2016-10-10

finny can float and blow bubbles but he can t swim will finny learn how to swim so he can play games with his friends

Duck Learns to Swim

2004
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lars a little polar bear learns to swim

Oslo Learns to Swim

2023-05-02

freddie s mother takes him swimming at the local swimming pool

Finny Learns to Swim

2006

llama llama learns to swim in this sweet 8x8 based on an episode from the netflix animated television series look out world llama llama is a tv star the beloved character made
famous by anna dewdney s best selling picture books is the star of his own original series now airing on netflix our episode based 8x8 tells the story of one of the most
memorable and sometimes scary milestones learning to swim your little llamas will love relating to their favorite picture book character as he faces new and challenging
situations

Lars Learns to Swim

2004-11

albert learns to swim is the sixth book in the adventures of albert mouse series in book 5 albert bought a boat without telling his mother now mrs mouse says albert can only
keep the boat if he learns to swim first albert really didn t want to learn to swim but he knows that it was the only way he was going to be able to keep his boat by a stroke of
luck he finds the ideal person to give him swimming lessons and for some strange reason it s not big tony so who is it this story will delight children as they fall in love with
little albert contains dyslexia friendly font

Freddie Learns to Swim

1999-02

jack is a young playtpus just leaving the burrow he wants to venture out into the river with his mother and his sister but he is afraid he tells them he is fine on the bank but
he is not fine will jack learn to ask for help will he ever learn to dive and swim in the river as every platypus should ages 4
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Llama Llama Learns to Swim

2018-06-05

this is the first book in a series for beginner readers to learn how to read and get life lessons on how to overcome difficulties within life it is a great depiction of family and the
ability to work together to accomplish a goal and have fun while doing it

Albert Learns to Swim

2022-11-10

can little penguin overcome his fears and learn to swim his friends will help him out

Jack Learns to Swim

2005

follow little duck as she learns to swim in this sweet board book little duck is going to the river to learn to swim she learns to paddle her feet fast and in no time at all she s at
the top of her class the other little ducklings line up for a race and little duck wins first place then tired after a long day of swimming she goes home and cuddles with her
mom

Charli Learns to Swim

2021-07-11

this is an inspiring tale of acceptance learning and determination fin is a smart and friendly fish but he hasn t yet mastered just how to swim how can a fish not know how to
swim at first fin can only glide and float gradually gaining confidence with a little help from his fish friends he learns to swim this tale motivates children to develop life s
skills and it teaches that we learn in varied ways and at our own pace sometimes we need the help of others just as kernels of corn we pop at different times fin s journey
resonates with children and parents navigating through life s challenges
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Little Penguin Learns to Swim

2011

splash and paddle and float with grug this classic aussie hero is back from the bush to enchant a new generation of youngsters

Sebastian Learns to Swim

2004

a funny and an endearing story about the friendship

My Little Storybook: Little Duck Learns to Swim

2016-01-05

little stover the pig doesn t know how to swim he has always been afraid of the water because he was thrown in when he was younger he s older now and wants to learn so
he ll be able to swim with his friends

Fin, the Fish Who Learns to Swim

2020-12-03

learn to swim guides parents of babies and children from ages 6 months to 4 years through progressive baby friendly swimming lessons that not only build confidence and help
control sleep problems and tantrums but are proven to stimulate intelligence and concentration increase emotional and physical development and boost immunities dk s step by
step approach will help parents teach water confidence and safety skills for babies and young children in learn to swim

Grug Learns to Swim

2015-08-11

in this endearing and beautifully illustrated picture book a baby river otter learns to swim dive and play in her natural habitat encouraged by her mother the little otter soon
sets out to explore on her own quickly learning to escape shoreline predators and to find her way back to the security of home from children s author artie knapp and wildlife
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artist guy hobbs little otter learns to swim is an entertaining and colorful tale for ages four and up the story is followed by two pages of fun facts about river otters as well as
information and resources from the river otter ecology project

Benny Learns to Swim

2020-05-26

it s time for piper puppy s first swimming lesson she s a bit worried about how it will go but ends up having a great time blowing bubbles and splashing about with her
friends this reassuring story is perfect for sharing with young children poor piper is a bit nervous about her first swimming lesson but she cheers up when she sees all her
friends at the pool and realises that she can take things at her own pace she paddles blows bubbles with mummy and makes big splashes before using a float to swim all the
way across the little pool the story breaks down the different aspects of learning to swim helping with a very common childhood worry and aiming to allay the fears of all
fearful little swimmers with a picture glossary at the beginning to introduce new vocabulary and a fun activity at the end to encourage children to come back to the story time
and time again also available piper puppy starts school piper puppy visits the dentist

Stover Learns to Swim

2022

stewie the duck really wants to go swimming with his friends but first he must learn the water safety rules

Jenny Learns to Swim

1983

little leopard learns to swim offers a gentle introduction to the experience of learning to swim for young children this funny charming story is the perfect way to introduce
young children to the experience of gaining confidence in the water also included are suggestions for activities and ideas to talk through together to help children reflect on
their own experiences little leopard and her class are learning to swim and everyone is excited to get in the water everyone except little leopard she isn t very keen on
having a bath let alone putting her head under the water luckily mr croc is there to reassure her and help little leopard take it one step at a time the experiences matter series
of picture books provide a gentle means of discussing experiences boosting self esteem and reinforcing good behaviour supports the personal social and emotional development
area of learning in the early years foundation stage and is also suitable for use with children in ks1 and can be used to discuss values suitable for children under 5
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Little Penguin Learns to Swim

2012

sally is a kindly seagull who is always on the lookout for a new friend one day while strolling along the north carolina beach she sees a small sea turtle hiding in the tall grass
when she approaches him tommy the turtle tells her that he is afraid of water in fact tommy is afraid of everything after sally takes tommy under her wing they become true
pals as she teaches tommy not only how to swim but also how to believe in himself in this delightful childrens book a little sea turtle learns to trust in his new seagull friend as
she helps him become confident that he can do anything in life if he just tries

Learn to Swim

2005-03-21

Annie Learns to Swim

2015-06-01

Waddle Learns to Swim

2013-12-14

Little Otter Learns to Swim

2018-09-12

First Experiences: Piper Puppy Learns to Swim

2022-07-21
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Mowgli learns to swim

2008

Stewie the Duck Learns to Swim

2002-05

Little Leopard Learns to Swim

2023-01-12

Learn to Swim in a Weekend

1992

Mary Learns to Swim

1976

Tommy Turtle Learns to Swim

2017-07-24
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